
• The Most Complete Collection: Provide the content
your users need in one complete platform. With more 
than 1.8 million ebooks* from 1,300+ leading publishers 
covering all academic disciplines, researchers have 
access to everything they need in one place.

• Books Without Boundaries: 300,000+ digital rights
management-free ebooks on Ebook Central come
without download, print, copy or sharing restrictions.

• The Industry’s Best User Experience: In a peer- 
reviewed study published in Evidence Based Library
and Information Practice, Ebook Central was voted
students’ platform of choice** and easiest to use***.

• Program Support: Customers have access to a wide
range of ebook program management services including
our customer success and technical services team.

• Flexibility and Value: Different libraries have different

needs. Multiple acquisition and access models  
help libraries build custom collections and stay with-
in budget. Acquisition models include single-title 
purchase, subscription, demand-driven acquisition 
(DDA) and ProQuest’s exclusive Access-to-Own (ATO). 
Access models are offered from one-user to unlimited 
and non-linear. Turnaway protection is also available 
with Extended Access. With so many options, we can 
help you craft the most targeted acquisition strategy 
for your library.

• Simplified Administration: Selection, acquisition
and real-time usage and expenditure analytics
are all available from LibCentral, Ebook Central’s
administrative platform.

The research process is complex enough without students having to learn the ins and outs of different platforms with 
features that aren’t present from one to the next. Ebook Central brings content from virtually every publisher into one unified 
experience so students will quickly get — and stay — comfortable with how they discover and use ebook content. 
And librarians also benefit from LibCentral, the administrative module where they manage their entire Ebook Central  
acquisition program and produce reports to help understand what’s working and what isn’t — and make on-the-fly changes 
to accommodate your budget as well as student and faculty needs.

Ebook Central™

One platform. One user experience. Millions of Ebooks. 

An Overview

*As of August 2021
**  https://journals.library.ualberta.ca/eblip/index.php/EBLIP/article/

***https://journals.ala.org/index.php/rusq/article/view/7224/9902
view/29457/21977 

Get a free trial of Ebook Central, or learn more at https://www.proquest.com/go/ebc-hasitall 
or contact your Sales Representative. 



• Academic Complete: Flagship subscription that
provides a critical mass of 210,000+ multidisciplinary
ebooks (30,000+ fully DRM-free) with exclusive titles
from Wiley. Subscription includes 7 enrichment
elements from Syndetics Unbound - such as
recommendations, reviews and more - making all of
your ebooks more discoverable on Ebook Central.

• College Complete: 56,000+ titles with content
chosen to support 2-year and smaller 4-year colleges.
Covers traditional areas like business, management,
and nursing & allied health plus emerging areas like
artificial intelligence and criminal justice. Topics to
support job market gaps like advanced manufacturing,
construction, and healthcare are
also addressed.

• University Press Ebook Subscription: A focused
collection of 31,300+ titles from leading academic
presses, with rigorous peer-review, deep scholarship
and influential connections to community and society.

• Reference Ebook Subscription: 900+ titles from
50+ publishers providing encyclopedias, atlases, 
handbooks/manuals, dictionaries and guides.

• Discipline-speci ic subscriptions: Subscriptions
are also available that focus on content in the arts, 
business, health and medicine, history, education, law, 
literature and religion and philosophy, science and 
technology and social sciences.

• New — Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Ebook 
Subscription: The most comprehensive, focused 
curated subscription with 18,400+ titles developed to 
represent all voices - regardless of gender, race, sexual 
orientation, physical ability and religious belief –while, 
support teaching, research and learning in classroom 
and beyond.

Subscriptions on Ebook Central
Looking for an affordable way to offer a base collection of ebooks? Ebook Central offers many subscription options with 
unlimited, multi-user access and thousands of DRM-free titles. 

3 Reasons to Choose Ebook Central Subscriptions

For Librarians

Titles added to the subscriptions 
at no additional cost.

Ebooks are discoverable in services  
such as Summon, Primo and many more.

Content is selected by on-staff  
librarians to ensure high quality.

For Users

Access is never denied with  
unlimited simultaneous availability.

Something for everyone with cross-disciplinary 
and subject-specific collections.

Download the whole book* with  
no restrictions and no special software required.

*where available

Get a free trial of Ebook Central, or learn more at https://www.proquest.com/go/ebc-hasitall or contact your Sales Representative. 
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*https://media2.proquest.com/documents/wp-why-dda-is-here-to-stay.pdf 

Get a free trial of Ebook Central, or learn more at https://www.proquest.com/go/ebc-hasitall or contact your Sales Representative. 

LibCentral helps you:

• Discover new content and acquire ebooks instantly

• Determine the best combination of acquisition and 
access models for your library

• Set purchase preferences and fine-tune patron settings

• Analyze and compare usage against spend to 
understand which content is most valuable to your 
students 

• Prevent turnaways with Extended Access

Mix and Match Acquisition Models

More than 90% of today’s academic librarians are using 
multiple ebook acquisition models.* Ebook Central offers a 
variety of models — available in any combination — to meet 
your collection-building and budget needs.

You can choose any combination of:

• Perpetual Access: Purchase key titles outright

• Demand-Driven Acquisition (DDA): Let usage be your 
guide. Ebook Central offers conventional DDA, short-
term loan (STL) to expand your collection with no 
commitment to purchase, or Access-To-Own (ATO) to 
apply spend on access toward ownership

• Subscription: Get unlimited, affordable, multi-user 
access to a wide selection of titles

Robust Ebook Program Management
With Ebook Central, You Control the Ins and Outs of Your eBook Program

LibCentral, the administrative hub of Ebook Central, makes the day-to-day tasks of ebook collection management quicker 
and easier so librarians can dedicate more time to serve their patrons’ research needs. Backed by ProQuest’s expertise as 
an industry leader, LibCentral saves librarians time by combining the process of finding and selecting ebooks with evaluating 
usage and managing budgets into one, productive experience. The result is that librarians will feel comfortable with the deci-
sions they make about the content they choose, and how they make it available.

Quickly fine-tune access settings for owned  
and/or DDA titles

Apply the Power of the ProQuest  
Family of Products

Integrate Ebook Central into your full 
collection development workflow by using 
ProQuest OASIS. Through OASIS, you can 
select and acquire ebook titles in the same 
system as print titles and streaming videos 
providing a more complete view of order 
and budget expenditures. Purchasing  
Ebook Central titles through OASIS has 
even more advantages:

• No cost for Ebook Central MARC records
•  Academic Complete is loaded as a  

collection so holdings are deduped easily
•  Access to Alexander Street single title 

streaming videos 
•  Unlimited holding loads at no cost to  

ensure low to no duplication of titles
•  Option to use ProQuest’s Access-to-Own 

(ATO) acquisition model



Ebook Central Usability Features Intuitive  
Functionality and Minimizes Restrictions to Content

• Instantly access the widest collection of scholarly 
ebooks spanning all academic disciplines

• Discover, evaluate, and access titles easily and 
efficiently with intuitive search and user-centered 
design

• Get hundreds of thousands of chapters or full books 
DRM-free — no special hardware or e-reader required

• Highlight, cite and annotate directly in each book

Accessibility

Ebook Central is aligned with your institution’s priority to 
provide a broad range of access to all users, with features 
like simple design, descriptions on the page, keyboard 
navigation browser magnification and more. Ebook Central 
meets international standards and complies with: 

• Section 508 of the US Rehabilitation Act

• Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.1

Consistent Productive Research 
One Unified Experience with Ebook Central

Multiple platforms means students are often subjected to varying and inconsistent experiences. Tools like note taking and 
highlighting, for example, are available on one platform, but may not may not be available on another. The result is that students 
can become frustrated, especially at the lost time. Users will enjoy Ebook Central’s modern design, which provides the same 
experience every time, allowing them to focus their time and energy on learning. 

*For Academic Complete subscribers

The book detail page provides chapter-level downloads, 
indicates content that is fully DRM-free, recommends 
similar titles, and more*

Users can highlight passages as well as  
make annotations to them

Get a free trial of Ebook Central, or learn more at https://www.proquest.com/go/ebc-hasitall or contact your Sales Representative. 



Get a free trial of Ebook Central, or learn more at https://www.proquest.com/go/ebc-hasitall or contact your Sales Representative. 

With Ebook Central, faculty can:

• Easily share titles or chapters in syllabi using the 
institution’s LMS or CMS

• Get access to a set of global and local content that 
addresses curriculum and research trends in regions 
all over the world

• Instruct students in proper bibliographic citation 
formats, building on the strength of the citation 
generator

Supporting Courses and Course Management
Faculty Count on Ebook Central

More and more often, faculty are recommending a variety of content types to students, including ebooks.* With Ebook 
Central, faculty can have the confidence their students are using authoritative, reliable and vetted titles matched to today’s 
enrollment, curriculum and graduation trends. 

ProQuest partners with the world’s leading publishers to bring diverse content into universities, community colleges and 
other institutions.

Links to book chapters and sub-chapters can be 
shared with students via course management 
systems 

Sources are easily cited in MLA, APA, Chicago/
Turabian, Harvard, and Vancouver styles — and 
can be exported to RefWorks and EndNote

*  https://go.proquest.com/2018-varied-content-news?_ga=2.149223862.1812782575.1550581814-893910035.1539802



• Featuring 1,300+ leading publisher partners, including
hundreds university presses, Wiley, Taylor & Francis,
and many more, some with more of their titles on
Ebook Central than their own platform

• In 2021 alone, Ebook Central added 50+  
scholarly and 20+ trade publishing partners.

Ebook Central Offers Ebooks from The Most-Requested Publishers

International Content in Multiple Languages
The Ebook Central interface can be translated into 10 languages and offers tens of thousands of non-English language 
titles, including:

A Growing DRM-Free Library
Explore books without boundaries. Ebook Central’s DRM-free ebooks (where available) can be downloaded in full without 
print or copy restrictions and can be used on any device.

99.9% 73% 30,000+
Ebook Central titles 
that have DRM-free, 

chapter-level  
download capability

216,000
German

Ebook Central titles 
with 40% of content 
available for DRM-
free download per 

24 hours

10%
All Ebook Central  

titles with full 
download DRM-free 

capability

300,000+
DRM-free titles on 

Ebook Central

14,000
Chinese

DRM-free titles  
available in  

Academic Complete

5,000
Japanese

70,000
Spanish

59,700
French

Get a free trial of Ebook Central, or learn more at https://www.proquest.com/go/ebc-hasitall or contact your Sales Representative. 




